
 
 
 
Question: 
I want a projector to use in my school / business that will be used in a small boardroom or  
classroom to present PowerPoint slides and other simplepresentations & Videos.  I also need my 
projector to be light enough to move from room to room or to other sites?  
Answer: 
BenQ PB6110  
BenQ PB2140  
 
Question: 
I will be using my projector to project maps, detailed spreadsheets and documents with small font 
type in  my classroom / small boardroom.  I will also be moving my projector around from place to 
place quite often? 
Answer: 
BenQ PB6210  
BenQ PB2240  
 
Question: 
I am always on the road, presenting all time at different locations even in different States. I need a 
projector that is bright enough to conduct professional business presentations on but also very 
light to carry? 
Answer: 
BenQ PB2140  
BenQ PB2240  
 
Question: 
I need one projector that I can use in my boardroom during work hours but also be able to take 
home and put in my home theatre to watch videos & DVDs on? 
Answer: 
BenQ PB7210  
 
Question: 
The venue I will be using my projector in is prone to ambient light conditions as I present in large 
areas such as churches, hall and pubs & Clubs which sometimes can be very bright.  I need a  
projector that may be able to be installed via a mount if needed, and also be able to project  large 
bright images /videos for all to see?  
Answer: 
BenQ PB7230  
 
Question: 
The projector I need has to be able to be installed / ceiling mounted into  large conference rooms, 
lecture theatres & large boardrooms.  The venues will cater for very large groups so it is very  
important that the screen size is adequate for all to see and the projectors need to be very bright so 
that even in bright conditions, anything displayed is able to be seen. 
Answer: 
BenQ PB8240  
BenQ PB8260  
 
Question: 
I will be using my projector solely for my  home theatre.  I would like a  
complete cinema experience with real life images and realistic colouring. 
Answer: 
BenQ PE8700 or BenQ PE7800 


